Laplacian Pyramid Blending is a commonly used method for several seamless image blending tasks. While the method works well for images with comparable intensity levels, it is often unable to produce artifact free images for applications which handle images with large intensity variation such as exposure fusion. This paper proposes a spatially varying Laplacian Pyramid Blending to blend images with large intensity differences. The proposed method dynamically alters the blending levels during the final stage of Pyramid Reconstruction based on the amount of local intensity variation. The proposed algorithm out performs state-of-the-art methods for image blending both qualitatively as well as quantitatively on publicly available High Dynamic Range (HDR) imaging dataset. Qualitative improvements are demonstrated in terms of details, halos and dark halos. For quantitative comparison, the noreference perceptual metric MEF-SSIM was used.
Introduction
Seamlessly blending images together is an important low-level image processing operation that is used in a variety of applications such as, panorama generation, High Dynamic Range (HDR) imaging and so on. Laplacian Pyramid Blending [1] is a popular method for this as it can generate natural looking images at relatively low computational effort. Of these applications, HDR imaging is a method for faithfully capturing the large dynamic range present in a natural scene by a camera with limited sensor capabilities -that can only produce Low Dynamic Range (LDR) images. Typically it is done by exposure fusion -that is, to take multiple LDRs with bracketed exposure times and blend those images. This necessitates blending images with large variations in intensity. There has been a lot of research done to work out the optimal weighting function to weigh the different exposures [2] [3] [4] [5] . Once the weight maps are computed, HDR pipelines typically use Laplacian Pyramid Blending with a certain number of levels to blend these images [2] . From Fig. 1 , it can be observed that keeping a constant number of pyramid levels for blending the entire image forces us to With large number of levels, the image looks more natural, but produces wide halos (red arrows) and less details (yellow inset) accept some tradeoffs. Lower number of levels produces higher dynamic range, but the blended image has sharp boundary halos and looks unnatural. Higher number of levels creates more natural images, but at the cost of dynamic range, details and spread-out halos. Several works have tried to address the issue of halos in multi-expsore fusion. Shen et al. [6] develops a method where details extracted in different levels are boosted to reduce artifacts using a custom developed weightmap. This method, however is very slow to be implemented in real-time. Li et al. [7] introduces weighted guided image filtering which can be applied for multi-expsosure fusion application. All these methods, however does not take into account spatial structure of the images while deciding amount of detail extraction required; i.e, they use constant number of image pyramid levels throughout the image. This paper proposes a blending algorithm based on Pyramid Blending which can effectively alter the level of blending spatially in a patch-based manner. This dynamic nature of the blending is dictated by the spatial characteristics of the weight function and works to maximize dynamic range, and minimize halos while otherwise maintaining the naturality of the blended image that comes with using a reasonably large number of pyramid levels for blending
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the proposed method to blend two images taken with different exposures and the pipeline to blend multiple images into one HDR output. Section 3 provides qualitative and quantitative comparisons of the blending method with several state of the art exposure fusion based methods.
Overview of Laplacian Pyramid Blending
Given two images I s and I h and a weight map W , laplacian pyramid blending [1] provides a methodology to smoothly blend the images. It consists of three major steps: pyramid decomposition, pyramid blending and pyramid reconstruction. In the pyramid decomposition step, first gaussian pyramids of the images are generated as follows:
Here, I l Gauss refers to the l th level of the gaussian pyramid for image I ∈ [I s , I h , W ], G refers to a guassian filter, refers to the convolution operator and ↓ denotes a downsampling operator. Next the laplacian pyramids are constructed as follows:
Here I l Laplacian refers to the l th level of the laplacian pyramid for image I ∈ [I s , I h ], ↑ refers to an upsampling operator and M refers to the total number of levels in the pyramid. This is followed by the pyramid blending stage where the Laplacian pyramids are blended to form a blended pyramid I LapBlend as follows:
.
Here ⊗ denotes an element-wise multiplication operator. This is followed by the final pyramid reconstruction stage where each level (I l Recon ) is reconstructed as follows:
The top-most level of the reconstructed images, i.e, I 1 Recon gives the final blended output. While laplacian pyramid blending works well for most image fusion tasks, it produces artifacts for multi-exposure fusion, in regions of large intensity differences. When the total number of levels is large, the algorithm tends to produce wide halos around edges, and when the number of levels is small, strong gradient reversal and halo artifacts are observed ( Fig. 1 . To counter these issues, a modified laplacian pyramid blending with spatially varying levels is proposed as described below.
Proposed Method
Given a set of n short exposure images I 1−n s , high exposure images I 1−n h , and n − 1 weightmaps W 1−(n−1) , the aim is to produce a blended HDR image which looks natural and has fewer halos. This paper proposes a method to blend images using spatially varying Laplacian Pyramids to reduce halos and gradient reversal artifacts (dark patches around bright regions). First, a brief overview of the standard Laplacian Pyramid blending [1] is given, followed by the proposed spatially variant Lapalacian Pyramid Blend. For brevity, image blending of two images is detailed in this section. The method can be extended easily to handle multiple images also as shown in section 2.2.
Proposed Spatially Variant Level-based Blending
Conventional laplacian pyramid blending assumes a uniform number of levels throughout the image. A higher number of levels is essential for a smooth blend- ing. However, this cause halo and gradient reversal artifacts in regions of large intensity changes in input images. Hence a pyramid blending algorithm which takes into the account the intensity variations in the input image, and dynamically changes the level of blending applied at each region is developed. The proposed method also processes the inputs in three steps similar to laplacian pyramid blend [1] . The first stage of pyramid decomposition is identical to the pyramid decomposition step in [1] . In the second stage of pyramid blending, an additional Gaussian Blend pyramid (I GaussBlend ) is also constructed along with I LapBlend as follows:
To bring in the intensity variation, the images are processed in overlapping patches of K × K at each level during the third stage of pyramid reconstruction. At each level of pyramid reconstruction, each of the K × K are reconstructed as follows: Here I p refers to a K × K patch extracted from a given layer from Blended Laplacian or Gaussian Pyramids or Reconstructed pyramid. Here iα refers to a dynamically computed weighing factor which encompasses the intensity variations for a given patch. A higher value of α denotes a larger variation in intensity, and correspondingly a lower level of blending. To understand this, consider an alpha value of 1 . In this case the the reconstructed image at a level l is same as the Gaussian blended image. This effectively cancels out any contribution due to higher number of levels.
The weighing factor α is modelled as a function of the input image, α = f (M(I h ). Here M is a map derived from image I h as follows:
Here I is normalized to the range [0, 1] and the value of σ is empirically chosen to be 0.3.
The choice of the function f () should be representative of the intensity changes in the given patch. Two different functions for f () were experimented with, as described below. Blending of patches Once the patches for each level are reconstructed they have to be blended in a seamless manner to generate the full image. Modified raised cosine filter proposed by [9] was used to blend the overlapping patches. It is to be noted that each of the patches have an overlapping factor of 50%.
Extension to multiple frames
Given N differently exposed images and N − 1 weight maps, the proposed twoframe blending method can be sequentially executed N − 1 times to generate the output as follows:
Here I i o represents HDR output formed by blending i frames and I i denotes the i th input image. B refers to the proposed blending algorithm.
Experimental Results

Qualitative Comparisons
The proposed exposure fusion method was evaluated on publicly available HDR dataset [10] . Fig. 2 compares the two variants of the proposed method. It is observed that patch variance as the weight factor produces slightly superior outputs. Henceforth, patch variance is used for all comparisons. The output of the proposed method with patch variance for weighting factor are compared with the output from using standard Laplacian Pyramid Blending with the same number of levels and identical weight map and the outputs of Boosting laplacian Pyramid [6] and Gu et al. [8] in Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 . Halos, dark patches arising from gradient reversal and level of details are specifically compared. It is observed that the proposed method is the most effective at eliminating halos and dark patches while maintaining a level of details and dynamic range roughly similar to Boosting Laplacian Pyramid. 
Quantitative Comparisons
Quantitative comparison results against the boosted Laplacian Pyramid proposed by Shen et al. [6] , gradient field exposure fusion proposed by Gu et al. [8] and bilateral filter based multi-exposure compositing, proposed by Raman et al. [11] are provided. The metric MEF-SSIM [10] proposed by Ma et al. [10] is being used for comparison. This metric is chosen for the objective evaluation of the proposed algorithm since it provides a way to analyse the perceptual image quality without the need of any reference images. The metric is based on the multi-scale SSIM principle [12] and measures the local structure preservation of the output image with respect to input images at fine scales and luminance consistency at coarser scales. For a more detailed discussion on the metric, the readers may refer to [10] .
The algorithms are evaluated on the public dataset provided by [10] . The results are summarized in Table 1 .
From the table, it can be observed that the proposed method produces much better scores in most of the scenes, and produces a better overall score. This shows that the algorithm can generalize very well compared to the state-of-theart method. Fig. 6 shows the spatial variation of the equivalent number of blending levels in the proposed method. It clearly indicates how the level of blending is reduced in and around regions with high intensity variation and how the effect slowly dies out with distance. This variation allows the algorithm to control halos while also maintaining the naturalness of the final output image.
Visualizations
Conclusion.
This paper proposes a novel method for blending images with large variation in intensity. It overcomes the limitations of Laplacian Pyramid Blending by dynamically altering the blending level on a spatially varying basis. This allows us to leverage a range of blending levels in a single image as opposed to conventional methods. Extensive qualitative comparisons with state of the art methods in exposure fusion shows the ability of the proposed algorithm to generate artifact free images with greater dynamic range and details. A quantitative study using MEF SSIM scores is also performed to show that the method produces perceptually superior results.
